INTRODUCTION
============

Many applications in modern technology, such as self-cleaning surfaces ([@R1]) and digital microfluidics ([@R2]--[@R5]), require control over fluid droplets that need to be moved, merged, split, or mixed on surfaces. Existing droplet manipulation technologies can have some serious drawbacks, such as field-induced sample disturbance and complex electrode patterns in case of electrowetting ([@R6]--[@R8]), high temperatures in Leidenfrost propulsion ([@R9], [@R10]), small velocities in molecular motor-driven transport ([@R11]), need for piezoelectric substrates and integrated patterned electrodes for surface acoustic waves ([@R12]--[@R14]), and limited flexibility of static wetting gradients ([@R15]). Here, we show that these drawbacks may be overcome by controlling the movement of individual droplets through "mechanowetting," the dynamic manifestation of three-phase line pinning to deforming surface topographies. The mechanism is demonstrated by transporting droplets using transverse surface waves on horizontal and inclined surfaces at transport velocities equal to the speed of the wave. We quantify the dynamic pinning force that drives mechanowetting by studying climbing droplets of different sizes at varying inclination angles. The forces are unexpectedly large and able to drive droplets even against vertical walls at substantial droplet speeds. It is shown that contaminating particles can be picked up by the droplets, demonstrating the potential of mechanowetting for self-cleaning surfaces. We fully capture the fundamental mechanism underlying droplet transport numerically and theoretically and establish its dependence on the fluid properties, surface energy, and wave parameters. We expect mechanowetting to lead to a wide range of new applications based on three-phase line manipulation by switchable surface topographies.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
======================

To experimentally demonstrate droplet transport, we built a device that generates regular and controllable transverse surface waves ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). By lowering the pressure underneath the film, a 50-μm-thick polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) film is pressed against a moving belt with transversely aligned ridges, creating a wave-like surface structure. The edge of the film is clamped by a static metal frame, horizontally constraining the film so that it can make no translational movement, ensuring that the wave is purely transverse. The wavelength λ of the film is determined by the spacing of the ridges on the belt, and the wave amplitude *A* is controlled by the vacuum pressure, with typical values between 3 and 5 μm (for details, see Materials and Methods). Individual droplets with volumes in the range 0.1 to 5 μl on transverse waves with wavelength λ = 500 μm were found to be traveling at a speed of 0.57 mm s^−1^, equal to the applied wave speed. [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} (B to D) shows three snapshots during transport (see movie S1) of a 1.3-μl droplet.

![Droplet transport on transverse wave surface topographies.\
(**A**) Schematic of the experimental setup of the transverse wave device. Here, *A* is the wave amplitude, λ is the wavelength, θ~Y~ is the contact angle, *d* is the typical droplet size, *p*~atm~ is the atmospheric pressure, and Δ*p* is the pressure difference created by a vacuum pump to transform the flat PDMS film into a wave-like surface structure with a wavelength that is dictated by the ridge spacing of the belt. The streamlines inside the droplet are a schematic to illustrate the internal droplet flow in the center-of-mass frame following the droplet. (**B** to **D**) Glycerol droplet containing tracer particles transported by the traveling wave device (see movie S1). Here, *A* = 4 ± 1 μm, λ = 500 μm, and θ~Y~ = 100 ± 2°. In fig. S1, the frames of the movie are superposed to generate path lines, demonstrating the treadmill-like internal flow pattern consistent with [Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. (**E** to **G**) Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations of the glycerol droplet on a transversely deforming surface boundary for the same traveling wave characteristics (shape, wave amplitude, wave speed, and wavelength), droplet properties, and Young angle as in the experiments (see Materials and Methods and movie S2). The small arrows inside the droplet indicate the local fluid velocity in the center-of-mass reference frame.](aaw0914-F1){#F1}

To quantify the driving force, explore the fundamental physical mechanisms, and optimize the response of the system, we carried out a combination of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations, theoretical modeling, and single-droplet experiments. We numerically analyzed individual droplets using a CFD model with vertically deforming boundaries, which was developed within the OpenFOAM framework ([@R16]--[@R20]). [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} (E to G) shows three snapshots of a simulation (see movie S2) for a 1.4-μl droplet, showing excellent agreement with the experiments ([Fig. 1, B to G](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). By tracking the particles inside the droplet ([Fig. 1, B to D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) and comparing them to the internal droplet velocity in the CFD simulations ([Fig. 1, E to G](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), we observe a rotational, treadmill-like flow pattern during transport. This observation becomes especially apparent in the superposed image in fig. S1, where the particle locations are used to generate the path lines.

To probe the effectiveness of the droplet transportation mechanism, we carried out a series of "climbing droplet" experiments and simulations. During the droplet transportation experiments, the device was slowly tilted at an increasing angle β (see the inset of [Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) until, at a critical angle β~crit~, the gravitational force became larger than the driving force of droplet transportation, resulting in the droplet to slide off. We carried out multiple experiments for droplets of different volume *V* and recorded the critical angles β~crit~. This critical angle is plotted in [Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} as a function of the normalized droplet size *d*/λ, with *d* as the diameter of the droplet contact area, which depends on both volume and contact angle (see Materials and Methods), and λ as the wavelength. The graph shows a clear overall trend that β~crit~ decreases with an increase in droplet size. This is expected because the gravitational force increases faster (\~*d*^3^) than the droplet driving force that acts through the three-phase contact line (\~*d*). It can also be observed from [Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} that β~crit~ does not decrease monotonically but exhibits local maxima close to integer values of *d*/λ. In [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} (B and C) and movie S3, we demonstrate this effect by placing two droplets of different sizes on the traveling wave inclined at 13° (indicated by the dashed lines in [Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The driving force for the bigger droplet (*d/*λ = 3.1) is larger than the gravitational force (conforming with Fig. 2A) so that the droplet climbs upward (β \< β~crit~). In contrast, the driving force for the smaller droplet (*d*/λ = 2.7) is smaller than the gravitational force so that the droplet slides down (β \> β~crit~).

![Droplet transport on inclined surfaces.\
(**A**) Critical angle β~crit~ as a function of the droplet size *d* normalized by the wavelength λ (see Materials and Methods). The markers are experimental results; error bars represent the SD of at least three measurements. The trend line corresponds to numerical results. The numerical model uses the experimental settings as input, i.e., the Young angle θ~Y~ = 68°, wavelength λ = 500 μm, amplitude *A* = 4.0 ± 1.0 μm, and the dynamic viscosity ν = 1 mm^2^ s^−1^ of the fluid (water-isopropanol; see Materials and Methods). The error margin in the amplitude is reflected by the shaded area around the main trend line (in orange). (**B** and **C**) Two-droplet experiment showing droplets of size *d*/λ = 2.7 and 3.1 at inclination angle β = 13° \[corresponding to the marked locations in (A) indicated by the dashed lines\]. The arrows indicate the droplet movement. (**D**) Numerical results depicting the change in critical angle β~crit~ as a function of wave speed *u*~wave~ and wave amplitude A for a droplet of size *d*/λ = 3.2 (λ = 500 μm). The marked data point corresponds to the amplitude and wave speed of the experiments shown in (A).](aaw0914-F2){#F2}

The material and transverse wave input parameters for the simulations were set equal to the experimental values (see Materials and Methods and the caption of [Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The CFD model is found to capture the alternating trend of the critical angle in the experiments very accurately. Here, the transparent area in orange shows the error margin that was introduced by the variation of the wave amplitude on the traveling wave device (±1.0 μm) and the solid line corresponds to *A* = 4.0 μm. To further explore the effect of the surface parameters on the transport mechanism, we used the CFD model to investigate the influence of the wave speed and amplitude on the critical angle. The results in [Fig. 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"} show that the critical angle decreases by increasing the wave speed, and it was found that, for high wave speeds at the lower range of amplitudes, the driving force was insufficient to generate droplet transport. This is due to an enhanced viscous drag related to an increase in viscous dissipation inside the droplet. The correlation between dissipation and droplet speed is caused by the fact that a larger transport speed of the droplet necessarily leads to larger flow velocities inside the droplet due to the treadmill-like nature of droplet transport (see [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, an increasing wave amplitude was found to (linearly) increase β~crit~. This consistent increase of transport efficiency with wave amplitude is a very powerful asset of this transport mechanism, allowing it to overcome retardation forces that may originate from contact angle hysteresis and viscous effects.

To explore the oscillatory nature of β~crit~ in [Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, we analyzed the shape of the droplets and their contact line during transportation using CFD. We focused on two different droplet sizes: *d*/λ = 2.1 for which β~crit~ attains a maximum \[shown in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} (A and B), top row\] and *d*/λ = 2.7 for which β~crit~ attains a minimum \[in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} (C and D, top row\]. The droplets at zero inclination and wave speed ([Fig. 3, A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and C) attain a symmetric shape. Once the wave starts moving and the device is tilted, the droplet's position with respect to the ridges is distorted and it attains an asymmetric configuration, as shown in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} (B and D). The distortion brings the system out of equilibrium, which triggers a restoring force that drives droplet motion. To quantify this restoring force, we developed a theoretical model based on the instantaneous change of the local contact angle when the droplet is distorted. By modeling the droplet as a spherical cap and capturing the amount of droplet distortion in a (phase) shift of the droplet's center of mass with respect to the equilibrium position on the traveling wave, we calculated the resulting force per unit length (i.e., tension) originating from the unbalance of the surface tension forces at the contact line (see Supplementary Text, "Three-phase line integral theory"). These tensions correspond to the blue arrows at the bottom of [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. The total force is obtained by integrating the tensions along the three-phase line, resulting in a net force represented by the red arrow in the center of the drop. The theoretical approach confirms that, in the equilibrium positions ([Fig. 3, A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and C), the three-phase line tensions are symmetric, while the distorted droplets show a clear asymmetry, generating a net force in the positive *x* direction, dynamically pinning the droplet to its equilibrium position (see the Supplementary Text for a detailed discussion). During droplet transport, this "dynamic-pinning force" balances the counteracting forces, such as static pinning, gravity, and viscous forces. The theory quantitatively captures the oscillatory effect in [Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} (see also fig. S2) and is used to determine the dependence of the dynamic pinning force on (i) the applied phase shift (fig. S3-I, A and B), (ii) the contact angle (fig. S3-IC), and (iii) the normalized amplitude *A*/λ (fig. S3-ID). Last, we derived that the highest forces can be generated for contact angles near 65.5° (see Supplementary Text).

![Numerical and theoretical analysis of climbing droplets.\
The top row shows simulation snapshots (cross-sectional and top views), and the bottom row shows theoretical results from the three-phase line integral theory (see Materials and Methods) of a 0.15-μl droplet (*d*/λ = 2.1) (**A** and **B**) and a 0.30-μl droplet (*d*/λ = 2.7) (**C** and **D**) for wave amplitude *A* = 5 μm. The situations in (A) and (C) correspond to zero wave speed and inclination, *u*~wave~ = 0 mm s^−1^ and β = 0, and the situations in (B) and (D) correspond to a wave speed *u*~wave~ = 0.57 mm s^−1^ (CFD results only) and inclination angles β ≈ β~crit~ ≈ 48° and 7°, respectively. The height of the surface ridges (top row) is indicated by a gray scale in the top view and is exaggerated in the cross-sectional view.](aaw0914-F3){#F3}

The droplets deposited on the traveling waves are able to overcome considerable gravitational forces and are even able to climb up vertically inclined surfaces (in the case of small droplets) at an inclination-independent velocity of 0.57 mm s^−1^ ([Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and movie S4). In addition to vertical climbing, we also demonstrate millimeter-sized droplets that are transported upside down ([Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and movie S5). This consistent uphill and inverted transport of droplets on surfaces with traveling wave topographies has, to the best of our knowledge, not been realized before. The maximal forces that our mechanowetting device has generated during the experiments presented in [Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} is around 2 μN (for *d*/λ = 5.2, corresponding to a droplet of 4.6 μl and a surface tension γ~LV~ of 26 mN m^−1^; see the red graph in fig. S2), which compares positively to the first-order approximation of \~0.4 μN for the maximal forces generated using tubular actuators (estimate based on transport of 0.12-μl slugs at 17° inclination angles) ([@R21]). The distance over which the droplet can be transported in our experiment is limited only by the size of the active area of the device. Enlarging this area will result in larger distances traveled at the same velocity. This observation emphasizes an advantage over static methods such as (chemical) wetting gradients ([@R22]) that are limited by the permanent pattern that is imprinted on the material, which is, by definition, finite \[e.g., 1 cm in Chaudhury and Whiteside's work ([@R22])\]. Creating a wetting gradient that lasts over a longer distance will reduce the applied force resulting in compromised transport properties.

![Droplet transport demonstrations.\
(**A**) "Vertical transport," i.e., a vertically climbing water-glycerol droplet at a constant speed of 0.57 mm s^−1^ (movie S4). (**B**) "Ceiling transport," i.e., transport of a droplet (isopropanol-water mixture) at a constant speed of 0.57 mm s^−1^ on a fully reversed (upside down) surface (movie S5). (**C**) "Mass transport of multidispersed droplets," i.e., water droplets sprayed on an inclined traveling surface wave taken along with the wave (movie S6). (**D**) "Self-cleaning surface," i.e., transporting droplets picking up calcium carbonate contaminating particles (movie S7). Photo credits: (A) E.D.J. and (B to D) Y.W.](aaw0914-F4){#F4}

We have tested the method on several fluids (including water, isopropanol, and mineral oil) and found that the method is very robust, showing consistent, reproducible droplet movement for all cases tested. We demonstrate its efficiency in [Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and movie S6 by spraying a large amount of (water) droplets of multiple sizes on the traveling wave simultaneously. Here, we see that the transverse wave completely wipes the surface clean in a matter of seconds. Initially, some of the droplets are not transported, possibly due to small mechanowetting forces for that specific droplet size or local hysteresis. However, because of merging with transporting droplets their size increases, leading to an altered driving force and position and, thus, to subsequent transport. The mechanowetting principle can be applied to a very wide range of solid-fluid-vapor systems, covering almost the full range of wetting angles, with the limiting exceptions of θ~Y~ = 0° and 180^∘^ (see Supplementary Text and fig. S3-IC). This versatility of mechanowetting is remarkable, given the fact that other methods have special requirements, such as electrically conducting liquids and preferred large contact angles for electrowetting or the need for fully wetting solid walls to circumvent hysteresis in microchannels ([@R21]).

The variation in the critical angle shown in [Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} allows for a new method of droplet sorting. By tilting the setup at a certain angle (e.g., the angle indicated by the dashed line in [Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), droplet sizes with a critical angle below the threshold will not be able to travel along with the wave, while droplets that exhibit larger maximum critical angles will be transported \[as demonstrated for a specific situation in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} (B and C)\]. The consequence is that only droplets of certain size (i.e., above the dashed line) will travel along with the wave, while the rest will slide off the inclined surface. When two droplets coalesce, this selection process is repeated and the droplet will be selected on the basis of its new size. These sorting principles can also be used to select droplets that have different physical properties, such as surface tension (linear scaling), contact angle (sinθ~Y~ scaling), or viscosity (see [Fig. 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

We explored the self-cleaning propensity of the constructed traveling wave surface and found that droplets deposited on the traveling surface wave are able to wipe the surface clean from surface contamination. We constructed a model "contaminated surface" by depositing a large amount of calcium carbonate particles (particle size, \<50 μm; Sigma-Aldrich) on top of the PDMS film. Upon switching on the traveling wave (in the absence of droplets), the contamination particles stay at their location on the surface as expected, given the mere transverse nature of the wave. After deposition of water-isopropanol droplets of various sizes, the droplets are transported by the transverse wave and clean the surface ([Fig. 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and movie S7). Although the large particle count increased the contact angle hysteresis significantly, leading to an increase in resistance and a reduction in effective droplet velocity to 20% of the wave speed, the droplets are able to pick up the contamination particles along their path, leaving a clean trail behind. The particles are taken up in the interior of the droplets and are transported while continuously cycling around the center of mass, as shown in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The pickup and transport of the particles demonstrate the droplet-induced self-cleaning capability of mechanowetting surfaces. Self-cleaning superhydrophobic surfaces that consist of permanent microscopic topographical features have also been developed ([@R23]). Because of their static nature, droplet motion on these surfaces cannot be controlled but is determined by gravity. In mechanowetting, however, the direction (and velocity) of droplet motion can be set or actively controlled so that water and debris can be collected at designated locations.

We emphasize that the only requirement for driving droplets by mechanowetting is a topographical deformation near the three-phase line to influence the balance of local surface tension, which can be achieved using our unidirectional mechanical traveling wave device, but its applicability is certainly not limited to that. If the used belt is able to rotate around the *z* axis, for instance, then the droplet will be able to move in a different direction in the current setup. However, the setup used has obvious limitations since it was specifically designed as an experimental proof-of-concept device for the mechanowetting mechanism. In further developments, responsive surface topographies that feature a mechanical deformation in response to external stimuli such as light ([@R24]), magnetic fields ([@R25]), and temperature ([@R26]) can be used. Light-responsive liquid crystal polymers and elastomers are especially attractive to create dynamic surface topographies because of their precise spatial-temporal control ([@R27]--[@R31]), enabling traveling surface undulations by structured ([@R32]) or moving ([@R21]) light sources or constant illumination assisted by self-shadowing ([@R33]). Moreover, droplet transport can also be induced through dynamic surface deformations that are different from traveling surface waves, allowing flexibility in design and omnidirectional droplet movement (see, e.g., the circular corrugations in fig. S7G). Applications that require controlled splitting and merging of droplets ([@R4], [@R8]) could be achieved by creating a surface that consists of two traveling waves that travel toward (or away from) each other. All in all, we believe that mechanowetting, when fully explored, will open exciting new opportunities for high-precision droplet handling in a wide range of applications based on three-phase line manipulation by switchable surface topographies. Examples are microfluidics (diagnostics and cell handling and analysis), self-cleaning surfaces (medical devices, marine sensors, windows, and solar panels), and dew harvesting.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Traveling wave device
---------------------

The main functional part of the traveling wave device consists of a titanium conveyor belt with speed control, mounted in a vacuum chamber, which is shown in fig. S4A. The surface topography of the belt is shown in fig. S4B; it consists of an array of straight rounded ridges at a pitch of λ = 500 μm (see [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} for the definition of the system parameters). The belt was constructed using electrical discharge machining. The belt was wrapped tightly around two identical drums and driven by a motor to perform a conveying motion. The belt, motor, and drums were placed inside a chamber, which was made airtight. A 50-μm-thick PDMS film was made by spin-coating and fixed onto an aluminum frame, which was placed on top of the exposed part of the belt. By creating a low pressure inside the device, the PDMS film was pressed against the belt and followed its surface contour, i.e., a surface wave was formed (see [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and fig. S4B). When the belt moved, a propagating transverse wave was then produced on the PDMS film, with the wavelength and the speed determined by the geometry and the speed of the belt, while the wave amplitude was controlled by the pressure level inside the chamber. On closer examination, each repeating section of the wave is composed of two half circles; however, the value of the wave amplitude is not the same at every location of the PDMS film, which is mainly caused by friction between the film and the belt (fig. S4C). These deviations from a perfect sinusoidal wave were measured and can be fitted to a theoretical model derived from the frictional stresses, as shown in fig. S4C and derived in fig. S8. When carrying out the climbing droplet experiments for different droplet sizes, the droplets were all placed at the same starting location to guarantee consistent wave amplitudes and improve reproducibility of the experiment. The experimentally measured wavelength, amplitude, and contact angle were used in the numerical simulations, described in more detail below.

PDMS film preparation
---------------------

First, a layer of SU-8 2025 photoresist (MicroChem) was spin-coated onto a 100 mm wafer at 3000 rpm for 1 min. Then, after heating the wafer on a hot plate at 95°C for 2 min, a PDMS mixture at 12:1 (mass) ratio (base: curing agent; SYLGARD 184) was spin-coated on top of the SU-8 layer at 1200 rpm for 1 min. After curing the PDMS in an oven at 65°C for 2 hours, the film was released by immersing the wafer in a bath of mr-Dev 600 (micro resist technology). Then, the released film was transferred to a bath of toluene, which swells the film by 50%, and the film was quickly fixed afterward into an aluminum frame with a rubber O-shaped ring to retain the amount of swelling. Next, the film was washed using isopropanol and dried by nitrogen flow, which caused the film to shrink. The shrinking created a small amount of pretension that is needed to prevent wrinkling and folding of the PDMS when subjected to the frictional forces against the moving belt. Before placing the frame on the setup, a droplet of silicone oil with a viscosity of 5 mPa·s was placed in the middle of the film, which swells the middle part of the film, to reduce the pretension. Last, a lubrication oil (consisting of a mixture of W40 engine oil and the silicone oil) was applied on the belt to reduce friction and prevent tearing of the film. The process of mounting the PDMS film is shown in fig. S5.

Definition of the droplet size *d*
----------------------------------

The diameter *d* of the solid-liquid interfacial area of the spherical cap-shaped droplet on a flat surface is given by$${}d = 2V^{\frac{1}{3}}\text{sin}~\theta_{Y}\left( \frac{\pi}{3}(2 - 3~\text{cos}~\theta_{Y} + \text{cos}^{3}\theta_{Y}) \right)^{- \frac{1}{3}}$$where *V* is the droplet volume and θ~Y~ is the contact angle.

Mechanowetting experiments
--------------------------

In the climbing droplet experiments, a fluid mixture of 3:1 water-isopropanol in mass was used to make the droplets. The setup was fixed onto a stage that can be tilted at different angles with respect to the horizontal plane. Then, the belt was actuated to move at a linear speed of 0.57 mm s^−1^, and the vacuum pump was set to have a pressure difference across the film of −0.1 bar. This pressure setting resulted in a wave geometry shown in fig. S4B and was measured to have a wave amplitude between 2 and 9 μm, depending on the location (fig. S4C). Then, a series of droplets of predetermined volumes were placed by hand using pipetting at the same location on the PDMS surface, ensuring a reproducible amplitude of *A* = 4 ± 1 μm (emphasized by the marked area in fig. S4C). At incremental tilting angles of the setup, the critical angle at which the droplets can no longer be transported uphill was recorded, for the different droplet volumes used. For the "self-cleaning" experiment reported in [Fig. 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, we used calcium carbonate particles (\<5 μm; Sigma-Aldrich) as a model for contaminating particles.

Measurement of wave amplitude
-----------------------------

The measurement of the wave amplitude was done by using an interferometer (Sensofar) to directly image the PDMS film. The film was actuated for a significant amount of time before the measurement to obtain the wave amplitude difference along the wave direction. Figure S4C shows the result of such measurements, in which the gradual change of wave amplitude along the surface of the PDMS film is visible. The measurement was done using the same conditions as the climbing droplet experiments, as described above.

The wave amplitude ranges from approximately 2 μm at the left of the PDMS film to about 8 μm at the right (note that the belt and, therefore, also the wave run from left to right). The result shows good agreement with the theoretical model that is explained in fig. S8, when we assume a friction coefficient of 0.8.

Contact angle measurements
--------------------------

The contact angles of the droplets on the PDMS films were measured using a setup built in-house and processed using ImageJ software with the "contact angle" plug-in. We measured both the advancing and receding contact angles of droplets consisting of varying water-isopropanol mixtures, placed on both a virgin PDMS film after it was fixed onto the metal frame and on the same film 5 min after applying a small amount of silicone oil (5 mPa·s) on the bottom side of the film. The results can be found in fig. S4 (D and E). In the main mechanowetting experiments presented in [Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, a fluid mixture of 3:1 water-isopropanol in weight was used.

From the results of the contact angle measurement, we can see that with silicone oil lubrication (which is close to the condition during the mechanowetting experiments), the contact angle hysteresis is significantly reduced, while the mean contact angle is not changed significantly. This is beneficial for moving the droplets on the traveling wave device, as too large hysteresis can counteract the driving effect from the surface geometry. Note that we used a lubrication oil consisting of engine oil and low-viscosity silicone oil between the film and the belt, so we expect contact angles very similar to those shown in fig. S4E in our experiments. In the mechanowetting experiments, we used a fluid mixture of 3:1 water-isopropanol in volume for which, as can be seen in fig. S4E, the advancing and receding contact angles are 68^∘^, which is the value used in the numerical simulations.

Computational fluid dynamics
----------------------------

The numerical modeling was conducted within the OpenFOAM 2.3.1 framework ([@R34]). To model capillary effects, we computationally solved the Navier-Stokes and continuity equations, supplemented by the two-phase volume-of-fluid formulation with the continuous surface tension force (CSF) method ([@R15]). We modified the CSF formulation by calculating the surface tension effects based on a smoothed indicator function to partially eliminate spurious currents and accurately model millimeter-sized droplets ([@R16]). The dynamic surface topography was modeled using deformation of the mesh boundary. This was done by prescribing a vertical displacement function to the boundary points of the mesh and updating the rest of the mesh points according to a diffusion method to guarantee sufficient mesh quality. The prescribed displacement function mimics the traveling wave surface topography used in the experiments by fitting the (periodic) instantaneous experimental geometry by two circular arcs. The tilting angle of the experimental setup was modeled by slowly rotating the gravitational acceleration vector during the simulations.
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